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a b s t r a c t 

Multilevel Flow Modeling is a methodology for inferring causes or effects of process system anomalies. A 

procedure for validating model causality is proposed, as interest has increased from industry in applica- 

tions to safety-critical systems. 

A series of controlled experiments are conducted as simulations in K-Spice, a dynamic process simulator, 

by manipulating actuators to analyse the response of process variables. The system causality is analysed 

stochastically under a defined range of randomly sampled process conditions. The causal influence of an 

actuator on a process variable is defined as a probability of a qualitative and discrete causal state. 

By testing an MFM model, and interpreting the propagation paths produced by MFM, the results from 

MFM are compared to the stochastic causality analysis to determine the model accuracy. The method has 

been applied to a produced water treatment system for separation of liquid and gas, to revise the causal 

relations of the model. 

© 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license. 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

Multilevel Flow Modelling (MFM) provides an ontology for

odelling the functions of process systems and relating them

ausally, to infer about causes for and effects of process anomalies

 Lind, 2011 ). MFM models are built from the interpretation of de-

ign and operation related information such as diagrams, instruc-

ions and process knowledge from process experts. The model rep-

esents the functions of the system and the causal relations be-

ween them. 

Applications of MFM models includes producing counter-action

lans for bringing systems to a safe condition ( Song and Go-

uku, 2018 ), risk assessments ( Gofuku and Ohara, 2014b; Wu et al.,

014a ), diagnosis ( Nielsen et al., 2018b; Hu et al., 2015 ), alarm

anagement ( Larsson, 2009; Wang and Yang, 2016 ), and process

isplay design ( Paulsen, 2005; Zhou et al., 2007 ). Commonly mod-

lled systems are nuclear power plants and oil and gas production

ystems. For such safety-critical systems it is of utmost importance
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hat the system functions as intended, thus requiring rigorous as-

essments and testing based on industry specific standards. Similar

igorous procedures should apply to models used for decision mak-

ng related to the safety of safety-critical systems. For this reason,

he work presented in this paper aims to provide a procedure for

alidating the causal relations of MFM models. 

Previously the performance of only a few MFM models has

een evaluated and no structured method has been proposed

or such purposes. Most attention has been paid to this matter

y Gofuku, although model evaluation has not been the primary

urpose. The results from MFM models have been used to pro-

uce fault trees for risk assessment ( Gofuku and Ohara, 2014a ),

ault diagnosis ( Gofuku et al., 2006 ) and counter-action plans

 Gofuku and Tanaka, 1999; Gofuku and Zheng, 2005 ) that have

ll been compared to expert opinions. In addition, a fault tree

nalysis (FTA) produced from MFM results has been compared to

n FTA found in the literature of the same system ( Gofuku and

hara, 2014a; Gofuku et al., 2006 ). Counter-action plans derived

rom MFM results have been compared to results from dynamic

rocess simulations ( Gofuku, 2011 ). Simulations have also been

sed as a reference to produce tables describing different fail-

re modes that the MFM model could describe or classify cor-

ectly ( Wu et al., 2014a; Žnidarši ̌c et al., 1994 ). The results pro-

uced by MFM, were proposed by Ming et al. (2006) to be com-
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bined with an Artificial Neural Network for diagnosis. The ANN

could either invalidate MFM inferences or elaborate on the infer-

ences by MFM. To document the model maturity, meta-information

was suggested by Heussen and Lind (2012) to accompany models,

which could very well be information from evaluation or validation

processes. 

A general and structured validation procedure has been pro-

posed for validation of MFM models ( Wu et al., 2014b; 2015 ). How-

ever, the individual steps of the procedure lack in detail on how

to apply it. In relation to this, a combined framework of an MFM

model, a HAZOP and a dynamic process simulation were validated

by Wu et al. (2014a) . Apart from this framework, other work in-

cluded a comparison of MFM model results with information from

a standard operation procedure ( Wu et al., 2015 ). Similar to Wu,

the use of different methods for model validation was proposed by

Yang et al. (2010) to derive models for an Event-Tree, Goal Tree and

Success Tree, Fault Tree and GO-FLOW from an MFM model. The

models can then be used to indirectly validate the MFM model, by

validating these models against other references. However, as val-

idation was not the aim of the study, no details were introduced

on model validation. 

The structured approach proposed by Nielsen et al. (2018a)

compares the results of MFM to those produced by experts, sim-

ulations or physical experiments. The approach is based on the

principles proposed by Wu. An application of MFM for diagno-

sis introduced an example of how to evaluate the performance of

MFM models for causal inference ( Nielsen et al., 2018b ). The valid-

ity of the causal relations of MFM models has only been addressed

by Larsson et al. (2004) . Larsson proposed the method multiple

local property correlation for describing varying system causality

from signal properties instead of the signal itself, as is the case for

conventional correlation ( Bergquist et al., 2004; Dahlstrand et al.,

2004 ). The method was proposed for invalidating causal relations

over time, as system behaviour would change. 

In this study, we extend the previous work of

Nielsen et al. (2018a) and Wu et al. (2014a) to a more com-

plex model. The extension includes an interpretation of more than

a single MFM propagation path, and a structured way of simulat-

ing tests to provide a reference for validation of causal relations in

MFM models. In addition, a simple set of rules are proposed for

revising an MFM model based on the validation results. 

For validating models of system dynamics, Barlas (1996) pro-

posed an approach categorised into two stages dealing with struc-

tural validity and behavioural validity. To address structural valid-

ity either direct structure tests are proposed or structure-oriented

behaviour tests. Structure-oriented behaviour tests are suggested

rather than direct structure tests, as they are easier to formalise

and quantify, and are qualitative and subjective to a lower degree.

The purpose is to indirectly assess whether a model structure is

valid, by applying behaviour tests to both the model and simula-

tion. Suggested tests include extreme testing, behaviour sensitivity

and a combination of both ( Barlas, 1996 ). 

An example of combining extreme testing and behaviour sensi-

tivity is Qualitative Feature Analysis, in which qualitative features

of the system behaviour are compared to the qualitative features of

the model output ( Carson and Flood, 1990 ). Multilevel Flow Mod-

elling is a method for causal inference. The method provides an

ontology for graphically formulating knowledge of process systems

such that models can be used for causal inferences. The validity of

the pre-requisite conditions of knowledge-based models has gen-

erally lacked quantification according to Wise et al. (1993) thereby

resulting in uncertainty. Moreover the choice of validation tests

must be representative of model applications and be sufficiently

sensitive to detect errors. Thus ( Wise et al., 1993 ) argues that the

tests must cover the intended conditions of the model application,

rendering a sole application of extreme testing unfit, despite be-
ng likely to overcome the issue of performing sufficiently sensitive

ests. 

A common approach to address uncertainty is to include it as

 part of the tests of model validation, which is a common re-

uirement of governmental agencies for models related to decision

aking processes on health, environment United States Environ-

ental Protection Agency (2002) or safety-related issues. As causal

elations of MFM models are based on the knowledge of process

esigners and experts, and the interpretation of available formal

escriptions of the process system and its operation, no probabil-

ties are included for these being correct. The process conditions

or which causal relations are assumed valid are not explicitly ex-

ressed for MFM models. As MFM models are based on knowledge,

mprecise specifications of the process conditions introduce uncer-

ainty. This type of uncertainty is referred to as subjective risk. In

ddition, the magnitude required for causes to produce an effect is

nknown, and most likely varies with the process conditions. 

Conventional methods for analysing causal relations are listed

y Yu and Yang (2015) and include Granger causality, extended

ranger causality, nearest neighbour methods, cross-correlation

nd transfer entropy. The aforementioned methods are commonly

pplied to historical and surrogate data to analyse the system

ausality. 

The work presented here aims to provide a structured method

or validation of causality in MFM models based on a stochastic

pproach to perform behaviour-oriented structure tests by simu-

ating controlled experiments. The simulation inputs are a set of

rocess conditions and an actuator step change. Uncertainty is im-

osed on the input to analyse the output probabilistically. Change

etection is used to determine the change of effects in percentage,

nd by comparing the change to a set of thresholds, the output is

onverted to causal states that describe the most probable causal

nfluence. The output of the analysis is formulated into a single

ualitative state and the probability of that state for the sampled

imulation input. The work presented here is based on the method

or stochastic causal analysis and the results of the analysis pre-

ented by Nielsen et al. (2019) . 

The method is first explained for a simple and theoretical ex-

mple and then applied to an MFM model of a Produced Water

reatment system, based on which a set of simple rules are pro-

osed for revising the causal relations. These rules are then used

o improve the coherence between the analysed causality and the

FM model causality. 

. Multilevel flow modelling 

Multilevel Flow Modelling is a functional modelling ontology

or expressing a system’s functionality and causal dependencies.

FM models are causal graphs, that explain the causal relation-

hip between different functions and objectives. The functions are

rdered in a hierarchical means-end abstraction according to how

unctions realise objectives and other functions. The models can be

sed for rule-based inference on causes for anomalies of system

peration. Similarly, inferences can explain effects an anomaly. 

In the following, the term flow function will be used for re-

erring to an MFM primitive, an object of the ontology used for

odelling, and the term function to functionality of a process sys-

em. The MFM ontology includes a defined set of function primi-

ives, which are qualitative and discrete representations of physical

echanisms ( Petersen, 20 0 0 ). The functions of the process system

re modelled using the flow functions of the MFM ontology. 

In general, two different causal relations are distinguished be-

ween; an influencer which is a causal relation that can affect both

irections, and a participant relation that can only affect in one di-

ection. Other causal relations, the means-end relations, are sim-

lar causal implementations of the participant relation but have
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istinct descriptive meanings. The influencer relation represents

ausal symmetry, such that a flow function A can be a cause of

ow function B written as: A → B , and the opposite B → A . The

articipant relation represents causal asymmetry such that A can

e a cause of B: A → B , but B cannot be a cause of A : B �→ A . The

otation of MFM ontology denotes symmetric causality as → and

symmetric causality as —�, which is adopted in the following. 

One challenge of using MFM is to determine whether a causal

elation should exist between two flow functions and whether it

s an influencer or a participant relation. Reasons for this are;

ausal relations of the models are implicitly conditional on spe-

ific process conditions. Other causal relations of the model may

rovide incorrect causal results for those process conditions, as

hey have been modelled conditional on a different set of im-

licitly defined process conditions. Causal relations of the model

ay thus be based on different assumptions for which process

onditions they are valid. Other reasons involve the inherent bias

owards causal asymmetry in subjective judgements of causality

 White, 2006 ), as MFM models are constructed based on both ob-

ective and inter-subjective knowledge of process systems as ar-

ued by Wu et al. (2014b) . 

We propose a method for validating the causal relations of

FM models, to provide an objective and quantitative reference

or the selection of causal relations. The proposed method only

nalyses the compound causality, which is the combination of di-

ect and indirect causality. For this reason, the method cannot ac-

ount for causal paths, but merely the compound causality from

n actuator to process variables. The majority of causal analysis

ethods only identify compound causality. However, multivariate

pproaches exist for analysing either direct or indirect causality

 Duan et al., 2013 ). The process flow from P&IDs is used for cap-

uring causal paths by Yang et al. (2014) , for comparison with com-

ound causality analysed with Transfer Entropy. Compound causal-

ty can however not address spurious causality. Sensitivity anal-

sis can however address the issue of spurious causality for the

roposed method ( Nielsen et al., 2019 ). Flow functions will be re-

erred to in the following way (Flow structure name):(Flow func-

ion name):(Flow function type):(State). If referring to the flow

unction in general the (state) will be omitted. 

. Validation methodology 

The method for validating MFM causality is shown in Fig. 1 . It

an be categorised into four parts; analysing system causality, test-

ng MFM causality, result comparison and model revision. At first,

ll actuators for testing are defined in both the MFM model and

he simulation. Tests are then sampled based on a defined uncer-

ainty for an actuator step change (the cause) and estimated pro-

ess conditions. These samples are evaluated in numerical simula-

ions by using K-Spice. The output of the simulations is time series

f process variables, that are converted to qualitative states. The

FM model is tested by inferring effects of state changes to the

ow functions associated with manipulable actuators. The qualita-

ive states from the causal analysis of the simulations and the MFM

nferences are compared to determine how well the results corre-

pond. Lastly, the MFM model is revised based on the accuracy of

ifferent model parts. 

.1. Causal analysis of simulations 

The method used for analysing the causality of the system con-

ists of four simple steps ( Nielsen et al., 2019 ): probabilistic exper-

mental design, simulation, change detection and qualitative state

onversion. For notational simplicity, the procedure is described for

he case of only a single actuator. As the causality of MFM models

s implicitly defined over a range of process conditions, the sim-

lations are evaluated over this range. In the first step, a set of M
 t  
rocess conditions, including the actuator step change, are sampled

andomly with Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) into N samples in

nit hyperspace. The samples are then converted to real process

alues by the inverse cumulative distribution functions defined by

 mean and a standard deviation. The mean and standard devi-

tion are estimated as representative for the process conditions

f the system for which the MFM model will be assumed valid.

iven little is known about the exact relationship between actu-

tors and the process variables, the actuator step change is var-

ed with equal probability over the entire range of operation from

ully open to fully closed; defined by an inverse cumulative uni-

orm distribution function. The process conditions are sampled as

he input variables X m,i = [ X 1 ,i , X 2 ,i , . . . X M,i ] for i = [1 , 2 , . . . N] sim-

lations and m = [1 , 2 , . . . M] process conditions. 

The sampled input variable X m,i is evaluated as numerical sim-

lations in K-Spice such that an output Y i = f (X i ) is obtained for

very sample i . This output Y i,j,k for k = [1 , 2 , . . . K] is a time se-

ies of K samples for the j = [1 , 2 , . . . J] process variables. First the

rocess conditions X m,i for m < M are loaded at the beginning of

very simulation and kept constant. Next, the simulation runs for

he duration of t 1 to reach stable operation, defined by the follow-

ng three conditions: m in ≈ m out , dm in / dt ≈ 0 and dm out / dt ≈ 0

or m in being the inflow of mass to the system, and m out the out-

ow of mass. The mass and energy balances should thus hold as a

ondition for a stable system. At time t 1 , the step change X m,i for

 = M, is introduced to the actuator control signal which remains

onstant for that actuator for the remaining time t 2 of the simu-

ation. The step change is denoted as α, and the step response of

rocess signals as β . The response β is the effect size, which is the

agnitude of the effect. The direction of the effect is given by the

ign of β . 

A section y i,j,k of the time series Y i,j,k is selected based on a time

nterval defined from t s seconds before the actuator step change,

t t 1 , until t e seconds after the step change. Change detection is

sed to determine a sample in time of y i,j,k where the mean of the

elected time series E[ y i,j,k ] changes abruptly. The same method for

hange detection is applied as in Nielsen et al. (2018a) . The step

esponse, which is the change in mean β i,j of y i,j,k , is compared to

 lower and upper threshold that defines whether the effect size is

onsidered to be significantly large for a causal relationship to exist

etween the actuator (cause) and the process variable (effect). 

The response β i,j of every time series is classified as a qualita-

ive state S i,j based on the thresholds. The states low, normal and

igh are represented numerically as S i, j = {−1 , 0 , +1 } and can be

etermined as: 

 i, j ( β) 

{ 

-1 , if β < L low 

0 , if L low 

≤ β ≤ L high 

+1 , if L high < β
(1) 

 single state S̄ + 
j 

is determined for every process variable, associ-

ted with a probability for the process variable to attain the given

tate. The probability is determined as the probability of the pro-

ess variable attaining a given state, conditioned on the actuator

tate and the process conditions. Thus, both the change in mean

i,j of the process variable and the actuator step change αi,j are

ompared to the lower and upper thresholds L low 

and L high . As the

tates are mutually exclusive, the state S̄ + 
j 

is then determined as: 

¯
 

+ 
j 

= 

⎧ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ 

⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩ 

low , if P 
(
S j = −1 | α = +1 , H 

)
> P 

(
S j = 0 ∪ S j = +1 | α = +1 , H 

)
normal , if P 

(
S j = 0 | α = +1 , H 

)
≥ P 

(
S j = −1 ∪ S j = +1 | α = +1 , H 

)
high , if P 

(
S j = +1 | α = +1 , H 

)
> P 

(
S j = 0 ∪ S j = −1 | α = +1 , H 

)
(2) 

A single state S̄ j is selected to represent the causal relation be-

ween a process variable and an actuator for the tested process
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Fig. 1. Procedure for testing the MFM model and the simulations for causality comparison. 
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conditions. The state S̄ j is the most probable state conditioned on

the actuator state. In this work, the state S̄ j is only presented con-

ditional on the actuator state high ( α = +1 ) denoted as S̄ + 
j 

. 

A qualitative trend table (QTT) introduced in Nielsen

et al. (2018a) is comprised of those states that represent the

particular process variables conditioned on a particular state of an

actuator. The QTT is thus an asymmetrical description of causality

between an actuator and a process variable. It describes whether

the process variables are causally dependent or independent of

an actuator. In addition, it describes the causal dependence as

an influence on the process variable as being either positive or

negative. The QTT should contain results for all actuators and

preferably also boundary conditions. 

Causal relations in MFM are qualitatively proportional

( Forbus, 1984 ). Therefore, the QTT can be defined by only repre-

senting causes described by either a high S̄ + 
j 

or a low S̄ −
j 

state of

the actuators, and not necessarily both. In this study, only the high

actuator states are presented. The qualitative proportionalities can
e expressed in the following way for the flow functions A and B

nd a corresponding state: 

:high → B:low ⇔ A:low → B:high 

:high → B:high ⇔ A:low → B:low 

The actuator state high can be substituted in Eq. (2) for a low

ctuator state, to determine a single state S̄ −
j 

that represents the

ost probable response of β i,j conditioned on a low actuator state.

.2. Testing MFM causality 

When testing the causality of MFM models, all flow functions

hould ideally be tested to determine how well the results repre-

ent the behaviour of the physical system. Not all flow functions

o however have a basis for comparison. Nor may it be meaning-

ul to test all flow functions. For complex knowledge-based sys-

ems, O’leary (1988) argued that only highly certain or risk-related
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Fig. 2. MFM model of the two tank system. 
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nowledge should be tested. The following two rules are proposed

o guide the modeller in testing: 

• Any flow function expected to be used as an input to the model

should be tested . 
• Any flow function expected to be used as an output from the

model should be compared . 

MFM models are typically used for explaining what caused a

eviation of the system, and what the effects could be. In this case,

he input would be a state of a process variable or a sensor. Pro-

ess variables (sensors) cannot be directly changed or manipulated

ia controlled experiments. It is not possible to increase the pres-

ure of the separator, without changing the condition of something

lse. However, approaches exist in modern mediation analysis for

ntroducing estimated changes to indirect effects Pearl (2014) . 

Physical equations or laws allow for such changes. The ideal gas

aw is formulated as P V = nRT , where P is the pressure, V is the

olume, n is the amount of gas in mol, R is the ideal gas constant

nd T is the absolute temperature. The ideal gas law allows for

hanging process variables while keeping others constant, such as

he amount of gas, to determine the effects on the pressure, tem-

erature and volume. This is however not meaningful, as some-

hings need to cause this change, and dependent on the cause,

arious conditions may apply that contradict the conditions. Do-

ng this would determine the causal relationship deterministically

nder the assumptions that anything else is constant. 

The state of flow functions in MFM can be changed to introduce

ystem deviations. MFM can then be used for analysing the effects

f the deviation. An actuator can be manipulated in MFM models,

y changing the state of the flow function associated with the ac-

uator in order to analyse the effects. Actuators can be physically

anipulated to analyse the response of process variables. The same

est can thereby be carried out in an MFM model, and a physi-

al system. As physical tests may compromise the safety of sys-

ems, we propose to use dynamic simulations to produce a basis

or comparison of the inference results form MFM. 

The model boundaries are defined by the sources and sinks in

n MFM model. When the system is stable, no mass or energy

ccumulates in the system. It should thus be possible to test the

ystem, by changing the boundary conditions. The boundary con-

itions can be manipulated in the model, but also on a physical

ystem or in simulations, as the system will be connected to some-

hing upstream and downstream. Therefore, the systems outside of

he boundary can be manipulated, to test the boundaries of the

FM model. 

Boundary conditions of MFM models and flow functions associ-

ted with actuators can be manipulated and should thus be used

o test the model. Then, by testing the boundary conditions or the

ctuators α it is possible to determine if they are causes of the

ffects β . As the effect β cannot be manipulated, β is assumed

alid for all paths between where the actuator α propagates to or

hrough β . MFM has the capability of inferring about either causes
r effects. It is therefore assumed that if β is inferred as an effect

f α, and the inference is valid, then inferring that α is the cause

f β , is also a valid inference. Thus, if the deductive inferences are

alid, then the deductive inferences are assumed valid. 

When inferring about causes or effects, the propagations may

nclude flow functions that have not been validated by compari-

on to a reference such as simulations. It is assumed that if a flow

unction is on a path between two flow functions that have been

alidated, that flow function is regarded as valid if no junctions ex-

st on that path. Otherwise, it is regarded as untested. The valida-

ion of causal relations of MFM models should explicitly state what

as been part of the validation, and what has not been. As not all

arts of the model can be validated in practice with the proposed

pproach, other methods should be used for the remaining parts. 

.3. Example of MFM model testing 

A system of two tanks is used as a theoretical example to ex-

lain the interpretation of propagation paths. The MFM model of

he system is shown in Fig. 2 . The sensors Q1, Q2 and Q3 are flow

ate sensors. Water is fed to a tank with the water level measured

y the sensor h1. The tank has two outlets. One outlet leads to

n additional tank, and the other to the output of the system. A

ontrol valve CV at the outlet of the first tank controls the water

evel h2 of the second tank, and thus indirectly the level of h1. The

econd tank has an outlet, which mixes with the output of the first

ank. The actuator, being the control valve, has been tested in MFM

o produce propagation paths. The sequence of these paths are: 

fs:CV:tra:high → mfs:h1:sto:low → mfs:Q1:tra:high (3) 

fs:CV:tra:high → mfs:Q2:tra:low → mfs:h2:sto:high 

→ mfs:tra:tra:low → mfs:h1:sto:high → mfs:Q1:tra:low (4) 

Associations between actuators and flow functions, and sensors

process variables) and flow functions should be explicitly defined.

nce this association has been established the results from the

nalysis of the simulations can be compared to the results from

esting the MFM model. A qualitative trend table (QTT) is pro-

uced based on the results from flow functions associated with

ensors and actuators. In this example, two propagation paths are

roduced from one actuator flow function. Each path in Eq. () is

epresented as a row in the QTT. The columns describe the sensor’s

esponse in each path. All flow functions associated with sensors

hould be present as individual columns in the QTT, with the first

olumn being the actuator. All flow functions present in the propa-

ation paths that are not associated with components are omitted

rom the QTT. In the above example, the flow function mfs:tra:tra

as no association to a component, and can thus not be validated

y the simulation. For this reason, flow functions with no asso-

iation are not included in the QTT in Table 1 . The states of the

ow functions in the paths are represented by for a high state
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Table 1 

Example of propagations paths in a QTT for- 

mat produced for the two tank valve system. 
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with a red colour, a blue colour for a low state and a grey

colour for neither a high nor a low state propagation. Thus, as

mfs:Q3:tra is not an effect of mfs:CV:tra in either of the two prop-

agation paths, the sensor is assigned the grey colour for both

paths. This procedure is repeated for all actuators. 

3.4. Comparison of causality 

In this step, each propagation path from MFM is compared

to the set of uniquely defined causal relations from the causal

analysis of the simulations. The previously introduced case by

Nielsen et al. (2018a) provides metrics of the similarity between

results from testing an MFM model and a validation set. The pre-

sented model is simple and produces no propagation paths that

contradict each other. In the following, the approach from the

simple case of a single propagation path is extended to the case

of multiple contradictory propagation paths. The following set of

rules for the comparison of propagation paths to a validation set

are proposed: 

• Any contradictive states between the validation set and the

MFM results are undesired, unless the modeller or process ex-

pert, can provide sense to the result. 
• A minimum of one propagation path needs to include the re-

sults from the simulations. 
• In relation to the above; a normal state is acceptable, as long as

one path includes the result of the simulation. 
• Contradictive propagation paths are unwanted, unless the mod-

eller or process expert, can provide sense to the result. 

The results from the QTT from MFM and from the simulations

are combined into a single table. The results from the simulations

are used as a validation set. The validation set is a matrix denoted

as V j,q for q = [1 , 2 , . . . Q] actuators and for j = [1 , 2 , . . . J] process

variables, with Q denoting the total number of actuators and J the

total number of process variables. The result from MFM is a ma-

trix denoted as F j,q,r for r = [1 , 2 , . . . R ] propagation paths with R

denoting the total number of paths. The entries from the results

are shown in Table 2 . The process conditions have been sampled

and evaluated in 50 simulations of the two tank example shown

in Fig. 2 . The result from applying the method for conversion of

simulation outputs to qualitative states are shown in the first row

of Table 2 . Similarly, the results from the MFM inferences shown in

Table 1 are shown in the rows below the validation row in Table 2 .
Table 2 

Example of comparison of the QTT from simul

trix notation. 
When a propagation from MFM does not affect a specific pro-

ess variable, it is proposed to treat it as the state normal illus-

rated by a grey colour, indicating no effect. When evidence exists

f no relation is used, whereas is used when no evidence

xists of a relation between a cause and an effect, and neither does

ny evidence of a relation exists. Therefore and are consid-

red to explain the same omission of a causal effect, causal inde-

endence, thus the flow function’s state is normal. 

The results from all propagation paths that correspond to a par-

icular actuator are converted into a single value by using the accu-

acy metric for binary prediction. The metric accounts for the ratio

etween correct(true) and incorrect (false) predictions of a given

rocess variable and a given actuator. The accuracy is calculated

ased on a set of predicted observations represented by the prop-

gation paths from MFM, and a validation set considered as actual

bservations. All predictions are compared to the observations to

onstruct a confusion matrix that describes the true, and the false

redictions used to determine the accuracy: 

ccuracy = 

Correct predictions 

All predictions 
(5)

 low accuracy indicates a low correspondence of the results with

 value of 0 being the lowest, and a value of 1 being the high-

st for equal results. The states of F j,q,r are all classified as ei-

her true (1) or false (0) in the matrix C j,q,r for j = [1 , 2 , . . . J] , q =
1 , 2 , . . . Q] and r = [1 , 2 , . . . R ] . Predictions are considered as true

r false dependent on the state of the actual observation: 

Given the actual observation of process variable j for actuator

q in V is a normal state, then the states of the predictions of

process variable j for actuator q from F are classified as follows:

a normal state is a true prediction, and either a high or low

state is false. This can be formulated as logical conditions: 

 j,q,r = 

{
0 if V j,q = normal ∧ (F j,q,r = low ∨ F j,q,r = high ) 
1 if V j,q = normal ∧ F j,q,r = normal 

(6)

Given the state of the actual observation V is high, the states of

the predictions F are classified as follows: a high state is true,

a low state is false, and only if no high state is present in the

predictions of process variable j for all propagation paths r , a

normal state is considered as false. This can be formulated as

logical conditions: 

 j,q,r = 

⎧ ⎪ ⎨ 

⎪ ⎩ 

0 if V j,q = high ∧ F j,q,r = low 

0 if V j,q = high ∧ F j,q.r = normal ∧ 

(
F j,q,r = high � r ∈ N 

)
1 if V j,q = high ∧ F j,q,r = high 

1 if V j,q = high ∧ F j,q,r = normal ∧ 

(
F j,q,r = high ∃ r ∈ N 

)
(7)
ations and the QTT from MFM with ma- 
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Given the state of the actual observation V is low, the states of

the predictions F are classified as follows: a low state is true, a

high state is false, and only if no high or low state is present in

the predictions of process variable j for all propagation paths r ,

then a normal state is considered as false. This can be formu-

lated as logical conditions: 

 j,q,r = 

⎧ ⎪ ⎨ 

⎪ ⎩ 

0 if V j,q = low ∧ F j,q,r = high 

0 if V j,q = low ∧ F j,q.r = normal ∧ 

(
F j,q,r = low � r ∈ N 

)
1 if V j,q = low ∧ F j,q,r = low 

1 if V j,q = low ∧ F j,q,r = normal ∧ 

(
F j,q,r = low ∃ r ∈ N 

)
(8) 

The resulting matrix C j,q,r for the example in Table 2 thus be-

omes: 

 j,q,r = 

[
C 1 , 1 , 1 C 2 , 1 , 1 C 3 , 1 , 1 C 4 , 1 , 1 C 5 , 1 , 1 
C 1 , 1 , 2 C 2 , 1 , 2 C 3 , 1 , 2 C 4 , 1 , 2 C 5 , 1 , 2 

]

= 

[
1 0 1 1 0 

0 0 0 1 0 

]
(9) 

he first and second condition of Eq. (8) applies as no propagation

ath of variable h2 contains a low state. Therefore, C 2 , 1 , 1 = 0 and

 2 , 1 , 2 = 0 . At least one propagation path contains a true prediction

or the variable Q2. Therefore, the fourth condition of Eq. (8) ap-

lies to F 4,1,1 , and thus C 4 , 1 , 1 = 1 . No propagation path contains any

rue prediction for the variable Q3. Therefore the second condition

f Eq. (7) applies and thus C 5 , 1 , 1 = 1 , C 5 , 1 , 2 = 1 . 

The accuracy can be calculated when all inferences are clas-

ified as either true or false. The classification of all propagation

aths r belonging to actuator q are then used to calculate the ac-

uracy of every process variable j : 

 j,q = 

∑ R 
r=1 C j,q,r 

R 

(10) 

This is repeated for every actuator. The mean accuracy of each

ctuator Ā q , and each process variable Ā j can then be calculated

s: 

¯
 j = 

∑ Q 
q =1 A j,q 

Q 

(11) 

¯
 q = 

∑ J 
j=1 

A j,q 

J 
(12) 

The mean accuracy of actuator q is calculated as the mean of

he accuracy of all J process variables for actuator q . Similarly, the

ean accuracy of process variable j is the mean of the accuracy of

rocess variable j for all Q actuators. Lastly, a single metric can be

rovided for the entire MFM model, as the mean accuracy of all

ombinations of Q actuators and J process variables: 

¯
 = 

∑ J 
j=1 

∑ Q 
q =1 A j,q 

JQ 

(13) 

The accuracy of the classifications in Table 2 can be represented

s shown in Table 3 . The results of Ā j,q are identical to Ā j , and Ā q 

s identical to Ā as this case only includes a single actuator. 
Table 3 

Model Ā , actuator Ā q and process variable Ā j accuracy. 

h1 h2 Q1 Q2 Q3 Ā q 

CV 0.5 0 0.5 1 0 0.4 

Ā j 0.5 0 0.5 1 0 Ā = 0 . 4 

p  

H  

p

m  

a

�  

e  

m  
.5. Revision of causal relations 

The aim of revising the causal relations is to improve the ac-

uracy of the MFM model. As argued by Wise et al. (1993) , val-

dation should not be a process carried out after modelling but

oth should be carried out iteratively. The evaluations thereby

id the modeller in decisions for improving the model validity

o converge as a cumulative process towards a specified require-

ent. The accuracy from Eqs. (11) –(13) are metrics that can pro-

ide information about the convergence towards a specified re-

uirement. A straight forward approach would be to start with

ither the process variables or the actuators with the lowest ac-

uracy. To revise the causality, the following actions have been

dentified: 

• An influencer relation can be substituted for a participant rela-

tion, to limit the cause from propagating further to avoid high

or low states. 
• A participant relation can be substituted for an influence rela-

tion, to allow the cause to propagate further to produce high or

low states. 
• A means-end relation can be inserted to allow the cause to

propagate further to produce high or low states. 
• A means-end relation can be removed to limit the cause from

propagating further to avoid high or low states. 
• A means-end relation can be moved from one flow function

type to a different flow function type to change the propagated

state from high or low to the opposite state. 
• A diverging (splitting) flow function can be inserted to intro-

duce an upstream effect propagation of the opposite state and

removed to avoid it. 
• A converging (merging) flow function can be inserted to intro-

duce a downstream effect propagation of the opposite state and

removed to avoid it. 

The above-listed actions can be used for revising the model

o do the following: limit propagation from flow functions, al-

ow propagation to flow functions or introduce a different state to

ropagations of flow functions. However as MFM models are func-

ional representations of the physical system, the model should not

e revised without keeping the functionality and structure of the

hysical system in mind. 

As model complexity increases, 

Changing a relation for one actuator may influence the result

f other actuators. The method, therefore, becomes a compromise

etween what behaviour is prioritised. It is, however, important

o identify such compromises as they represent limitations of the

odel, which will inherently influence the model application. The

eed for compromising model accuracy becomes more prominent

s model complexity increases. 

For the previously introduced example, the process variables

ith the lowest accuracy are h2 and Q3. The flow function

fs:CV:tra:high should propagate as mfs:h2:sto:low and not as a

igh state. The propagation path of Eq. (4) first propagates down-

tream to a converging flow function and then upstream. 

The influencer relation of the converging flow functions

fs:bal:bal → mfs:Q2:tra can thus be substituted for a partici-

ant relation, to limit the propagation from propagating upstream.

owever, only the path from Eq. (3) is then produced. Thus, the

articipant relation between the flow functions mfs:h1:sto —�
fs:tra:tra can be substituted for an influencer relation. To produce

 high state for Q3, the participant relation between mfs:bal:bal —

mfs:Q3:tra can be substituted for an influencer relation. How-

ver, this enables the flow function mfs:CV:tra to propagate to

fs:Q3:tra both upstream and downstream, thereby producing ei-
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Table 4 

Comparison of the revised model example to 

the simulations. 
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ther a low or a high state. To avoid this, a storage or balance flow

function must be introduced in combination with a transport flow

function between mfs:bal:bal —� mfs:Q2:tra. Two participant re-

lations must be present in this path to avoid propagations from

mfs:Q2:tra to mfs:Q3:tra. However, this means, that the water level

h2 can only influence the total output of Q3 through the water

level of h1. These model revisions produce the results shown in

Table 4 . According to the previously introduced method for calcu-

lating Ā , the resulting accuracy is Ā = 1 for the revised model. 

4. MFM model of system 

The proposed method is applied to a dynamic process simula-

tion and an MFM model of a produced water treatment system for

high pressure separation. A multiphase composition of gas, oil and

water is fed to the system from subsea wells. The system sepa-

rates the mixed composition into a liquid and a gas stream. The

gas is fed to a subsequent gas production system, and the oil and

water is fed to a subsequent low pressure separation system. The

MFM model of the system is shown in Fig. 3 and the P&ID from K-

Spice in Fig. B.5 in Appendix B . The functions are named according

to the sensor names and/or the actuator they are associated with.

Functions shown in blue are functions associated with sensors. The

mappings between flow functions and the system components can

be found in Appendix A . 

The main objective of the system is to separate water, oil and

gas in a gravity separator. The separator consists of a feed side

chamber and an oil side chamber that are separated by a wall. On

the feed side, the water flows to the bottom of the separator, and

the oil flows on top of the water. By maintaining the level of the

multiphase feed of oil and water, the oil flows over the separa-

tor wall, and the water flows through an outlet at the bottom of

the separator. The objective of maintaining the water level, WLvl-

Normal:obj, is realised by the water level control, that maintains

the level on the feed side, by restricting or enabling water to flow

through the control valve mfs:Q3CV1:tra at the water outlet on the

feed side. 

The objective OilLvlNormal:obj ensures that the flow of oil from

the feed side to the oil side is possible, thus enabling separation.

In addition, it supports maintaining the pressure in the separator.

This objective, OilLvlNormal:obj is realised by the oil level con-

troller actuating the control valve mfs:Q5CV2:tra at the outlet of

the oil side. The safety of the system is realised by a control valve

mfs:V2:bar and a pressure safety valve mfs:Q11PSV:bar which en-

ables gas to flow to a flare if the pressure is too high, but otherwise

restricts this flow and thus acts as a barrier. 

It is crucial that the model captures certain functionality of the

system, such that when the functionality seizes to exist during op-

eration, it can be identified by using the model. The following is

a list of such functionality, which should be reviewed, to assess if

the model represents these functionalities correctly. 
1. The separator pressure Pressure:P2:sto supports the water

level control functionality, by enabling outflow of water

from the feed side level mfs:h1:tra. A low pressure disables

the controller functionality by reducing the outflow through

mfs:SDV41036:tra, thus resulting in a high water level. 

2. The water level controller enables water and oil separation. 

3. The separator wall mfs:WaterOverflow:bar enables oil and wa-

ter separation, by separating the water on the feed side from

the oil on the oil side and vice versa. The functionality of the

wall is enabled by maintaining the water level mfs:h1:sto and

the oil level mfs:h2:sto. If the water level mfs:h1:sto is too high

the water will flow to the oil side and the oil phase will thus

contain water. 

4. The separator pressure Pressure:P2:sto supports the oil level

control functionality by enabling outflow of oil from the oil side

level mfs:h2:sto. A low pressure disables the controller func-

tionality by reducing the outflow through mfs:SDV41050:tra,

thus resulting in a high oil level. 

5. The separator wall supports oil and water separation, by sep-

arating the water on the feed side from the oil on the oil side

and vice versa. The functionality of the wall is enabled by main-

taining the water level mfs:h1:sto and the oil level mfs:h2:sto.

If the oil level mfs:h2:sto is too high oil from the oil side will

flow to the feed side. 

6. The PSV mfs:Q11PSV:bar enables keeping the separator pres-

sure Pressure:P2:sto below a critical level. If the pressure be-

comes too high, the valve reliefs the pressure. If the separator

pressure Pressure:P2:sto becomes too high then safety is com-

promised. 

7. The PSV mfs:Q11PSV:bar enables maintaining the separator

Pressure Pressure:P2:sto, by acting as a barrier when the pres-

sure is below a critical point. If the valve is breached the pres-

sure Pressure:P2:sto will decrease. 

8. The valve mfs:V2:bar enables keeping the separator pressure

Pressure:P2:sto below a critical level. If the pressure becomes

too high, the valve reliefs the pressure. If the separator pressure

Pressure:P2:sto becomes too high then safety is compromised. 

9. The valve mfs:V2:bar enables maintaining the separator pres-

sure Pressure:P2:sto, by acting as a barrier when the pressure

is below a critical point. If the valve is breached the pressure

Pressure:P2:sto will decrease. 

The MFM model consists of two flow structures, a mass flow

tructure representing the mixed feed of water, oil and gas, being

eparated into three different streams, one for water, one for oil

nd one for gas. The other being an energy flow structure, repre-

enting the pressure of the system, governed by the presence of

he mass. However, the pressure enables the flow of mass through

he system and is especially a condition for the outflow of liquid

rom the separator. Wherever balances only have one direct causal

elation upstream and one downstream, there is no physical mean-

ng, this is, however, to suppress any inference results from this

art, and to adhere to the MFM syntax. 

The system features six actuators of which all are valves. All

ix actuators of the MFM model are tested to produce effect prop-

gations, and in addition, the same valves are tested in K-Spice

imulations. The input X for the simulations was sampled for four

rocess conditions: the feed pressure, the feed temperature, the

atio between oil and water (OiW) of the feed, and the actua-

or step change α. A number of N = 10 0 0 samples were produced

y using LHS for each of the six actuators. This gives 60 0 0 sam-

les to evaluate in total. The feed temperature was varied between

04 and 342 K, the feed pressure between 37 bar and 63 bar, the

iW between 0 and 0.6, and the actuator position between 0 and

00% open. Thresholds were applied to the simulation output y i,j,k .

he thresholds were defined as L low 

= −0 . 01 % and L high = 0 . 01 %.
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Fig. 3. MFM model of the separation system in the Kairos Workbench editor. 
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Table 5 

Qualitative Trend Table of simulations. 

Table 6 

Probabilities of the analysed causal relations between process variables and actua- 

tors. Probabilities equal to or higher than a confidence level of or 

are indicated by a yellow and green colour. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 7 

Comparison of simulation QTT and MFM QTT. 
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The thresholds and the time interval are chosen based on pro-

cess knowledge and analyses of simulations to investigate the sys-

tem dynamics. Both thresholds are defined to be close to zero, to

only classify near-constant time series as not being causal effects.

One reason for having low thresholds is that no process noise is

present in simulations. A structured approach has been presented

by Yu and Yang (2015) for varying method parameters as one-

factor-at-a-time to identify a low change rate of the causal metric

Transfer Entropy. The values of method parameters are then chosen

to minimise the change rate of Transfer Entropy. The thresholds

have been chosen to produce a low change rate of the probability.

The time interval of the time series y i,j,k was defined by t s = 10 s

and t e = 50 s. 

5. Results 

The result of the causal analysis of the simulations from

Nielsen et al. (2019) is shown in the QTT in Table 5 . Each row rep-

resents the results for an actuator, for which all simulations classi-

fied as a high state for that actuator are represented for each pro-

cess variable. The first column represents the actuator and a state

of the actuator. The remaining columns each represent a process

variable and the process variable’s relation to the actuators. 

The QTT describes the causal influences which the MFM model

should be able to describe, as it represents the most frequent

causality exhibited by the system. These states depend on the sam-

pled process conditions, the length of the time series for change

detection, and the defined thresholds for classifying the state. The

states should be considered in combination with how likely they

are to describe the system behaviour. 

A probability is determined for the most frequently occurring

states for the process variables shown in Table 5 . The probabilities

are shown in Table 6 . Probabilities exceeding a confidence level

of is marked as yellow. The same accounts for a confidence

f  
evel of marked by green, indicating that 95% or more of the

tates were of the same state as the one shown in Table 5 . Thus

and is an indication of a reliable classification of the

ausal relationship. We assume that the distributions from which

he process conditions are sampled are representative of the pro-

ess operation, with mean values for process conditions represent-

ng the normal operation. Thus we assume that the probabilities

re shown in Table 6 are representative of the most commonly ex-

ibited process behaviour. 

A low probability can indicate that it would be advantageous to

efine regions of the process conditions for which different models

hould be used, as the causal relationship between cause and effect

s non-linear. 

.1. Comparison 

The results from testing the MFM model are shown in Table 7

n combination with the results from the simulations. The results

rom the simulations are shown as a single row with a reference

o the respective actuator. The rows below represent the results

rom the MFM model. They are referenced by the actuator name
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Fig. 4. Propagation path CV1-1 from CV1:high to Q6:low. 
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ollowed by a number that refers to the propagation path number

 . 

The results from MFM in Table 7 for the actuator HV are very

imilar to those of the simulations, except for the process variables

4, Q5 and Q6. Table 6 shows that the probabilities for Q4, Q5 and

6 are low. 

If more water and oil enters the separator by opening HV, then

he water level should increase, and as a result also the oil level.

hen the water level increases, more water should flow through

3 and Q6, and when the control reacts by opening CV1, the mass

ow through Q3 and Q6 should increase, whereas Table 7 shows

 decrease. The flow through Q4, Q5, and Q6 should increase as a

esult of an increased oil level. To reduce the oil level CV2 would

pen, and Q4, Q5 and Q6 would increase even further. The result

hould thus be a high state for Q4, Q5 and Q6 independent of the

ontrol action. The results from the causal analysis of the simula-

ions are assumed to be incorrect, given that the probabilities of

4, Q5 and Q6 are low for the actuator HV. Instead, a high state

ill be assumed for Q4, Q5 and Q6 for the comparison to calculate

he model accuracy. 

Propagation path CV1-4 is correct for the actuator CV1 and the

rocess variable Q6, whereas the path CV1-1 is incorrect. If CV1

pens, more water flows through, and Q6 will increase. However

or the alternative outcome shown in Fig. 4 , the water level will

ecrease as more water flows through CV1 (and Q3), and as a re-

ult, less water will flow into the oil chamber resulting in a de-

reased outflow through Q4, Q5 and Q6. This propagation path

V1-1 happens simultaneously with path CV1-4. MFM does how-

ver not have any capability of inferring with mediators to deter-

ine the state of Q6 based on the conjunctive flows from the oil

nd the water outlet. However, as the water outlet is considerably

arger than the oil outlet, the mass flow of water should determine

he state of Q6 rather than the mass flow of oil, given both the oil

nd the water flow changes. Therefore, the modeller should deter-

ine whether this is an unacceptable result or not. Despite being

nlikely, as the state of Q6 has a probability of 100% as shown in

able 6 , this result is accepted, as an attempt to change it, would

nfluence the propagation path of CV2. 

The QTT for CV2 from MFM has no contradictions of the simu-

ation QTT. However many of the process variables show no causal

elationship such that CV2 cannot affect them. One issue being that

hen CV2 opens; the separator pressure P2 decreases, and as a re-

ult the mass flow of gas from the separator for Q7, Q8 and Q9

lso decreases. As the mass flow of liquid out of the separator also

epends significantly on the pressure P2, the mass flow of water

3 decreases. All of these effects are not present in the MFM re-

ults, whereas they should be. The flow functions mfs:h1:sto and

fs:h2:sto should depend on the separator pressure flow function

ressure:P2:sto, which is a means for maintaining the water and
il levels. 
The results of actuator V1 agree well with the validation set.

owever, the simulation results show either a high or a low state

or many of the process variables, whereas missing causal relation

n the MFM model results in normal states. As the pressure should

ecrease in the separator when V1 opens, more water, gas and oil

hould flow into the separator, thus Q1 and Q2 should increase.

owever, as the separator pressure P2 decreases, the outflow of

3, Q4, Q5 and Q6 should decrease. Thus h1 and h2 should be

igh, and Q3 should be low. 

The response of V2 would be expected to be very similar to

hat of V1, with the difference being, that Q8 and Q9 would de-

rease, as the mass flow of gas is diverted through Q10, which in-

reases. However, the simulation results show that Q6 increases,

hich does not seem plausible for similar reasons as argued for

1. 

The only contradiction for the PSV is the process variable P3.

owever, many of the causal relations from the simulation are not

resent in the MFM model. As the PSV is critical for the plant

afety, the flow function mfs:PSV:bar should be prioritised. 

P3 seems to be independent of any changes in the system for

he simulated process conditions, as the variance of P3 appears to

e almost constant during the entire simulation. This behaviour is

xhibited both before and after the actuator step change is intro-

uced and is exhibited in all simulations. The MFM model, how-

ver, explains that P3 is part of the propagation path for HV, V1,

2 and PSV. 

The MFM results from Table 7 have been classified as either cor-

ect or incorrect by using Eqs. (6) –(8) . Subsequently, the accuracy

as been calculated for every process variable based on the prop-

gation paths for a specific actuator, an average accuracy of each

rocess variable, an average accuracy of each actuator and the ac-

uracy for the entire model by using Eqs. (10) –(13) . The accuracy

f the model, actuators and process variables are shown in Table 8 .

Based on Table 8 , Q11 is the process variable with the lowest

ccuracy followed by Q1, Q2, Q3, P3, h1, Q4, Q5 and then Q6. All

hese process variables have an accuracy equal to or below 0.5.

hus, these are the primary focus when revising the causal rela-

ions. In addition, Q10 and Q11 should be prioritised as they are

losely related to the functionality of the safety system. 

An obvious way to improve the model would be to introduce

 mediate relationship from Pressure:P2:sto —� mfs:h1:sto. This

llows propagations to h1, h2, Q3, Q4, Q5 and Q6. This will affect

he results of all actuators as they propagate to Pressure:P2:sto. For

V, CV1 and CV2 this would not be a problem, as it produces the

ame results as the currently existing paths. However for V2 the

rocess variables Q3 and Q6 will contradict the QTT of the simula-

ion. Similarly, Q3 from the MFM propagations will contradict the

imulation QTT for the PSV actuator. The following questions thus

rise: 
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Table 8 

Accuracy of MFM model. 

h1 h2 P1 P2 P3 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11 Ā q 

HV 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.94 

CV1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0.56 

CV2 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0.44 

V1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0.44 

V2 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0.38 

PSV 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0.44 

Ā j 0.33 0.5 0.67 0.67 0.33 0.17 0.17 0.33 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.83 0.1 0.46 
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• Do we prioritise to have as many similar results between the

simulation and MFM as possible (thus avoiding normal states in

MFM that contradict high or low states from the simulation)? 
• Do we prioritise not having incorrect results? 
• Can we somehow simplify the model to not represent the sys-

tem functionality according to MFM theory to produce the cor-

rect results? 
• Can we make the model more complex to produce the correct

results, by accepting violations of the MFM theory for mod-

elling the physical process as is? 
• Can we introduce condition-dependent rules? 
• Does MFM lack the capability of representing certain causality

or functionality of systems? 
• Do we need multiple models, that are tailored for

specific conditions or failure modes as suggested by

Kirchhübel et al. (2017) ? 

Therefore, it becomes important to provide something for the

modeller, which decisions like this can be based on. The above

questions will not be answered here, but it is assumed that var-

ious solutions may be beneficial depending on the model applica-

tion and purpose. 

5.2. Model revision 

Based on the conclusions from Tables 7, 8 the causal relations

of the MFM model shown in Fig. 3 are revised. The revised MFM

model is shown in Figs. C.6 in Appendix C . The actions outlined in

Section 3.5 are used for the following model revisions: 

• The influencer relation between Pressure:bal15:bal → Pres-

sure:Q8V1:tra is substituted for a participant relation Pres-

sure:bal15:bal —� Pressure:Q8V1:tra. This limits propagations

to the process variable P3. This means that the pressure in the

produced gas outlet cannot be affected by the upstream pro-

duction. 
• A mediate relation is introduced between mfs:h1:sto —� Pres-

sure:P2:sto. This allows propagations to influence the process

variables Q4, Q5 and Q6 from the actuators V1, V2 and PSV.

The water level h1 depends on the separator pressure P2 as a

low pressure reduces the outflow and thus the water level, and

a high pressure increases it. 
• The participant relation between mfs:bal12:bal —� mfs:Q10:tra

is substituted for an influencer relation mfs:bal12:bal

→ mfs:Q10:tra. This allows the actuator V2 to propagate to

the process variable Q10. When the flow function mfs:V2:bar

is breached, such that gas passes through V2, the flow rate

increases for Q10. 
• The participant relations between mfs:bal4:bal —�

mfs:LiquidSepIn:tra and mfs:bal2: 

bal —� mfs:Q1HV:tra are substituted for the influencer rela-

tions: mfs:bal4:bal → 

mfs:LiquidSepIn:tra and mfs:bal2:bal → mfs:Q1HV:tra. This

allows upstream propagations to Q1 and Q2 from the actua-

tors CV1, V1, V2 and PSV. The actuators CV1, V1, V2 and PSV
influence the output of gas and water from the system. If these

are closed, a limited or no output is produced, whereas if fully

open, more gas or water is produced from the system. 

The results from the simulations shown in Table 5 are com-

ared to those of the revised MFM model according to the same

rocedure used for the first model version. The resulting accuracy

f the revised model is shown in Table 9 . As can be seen by com-

aring Tables 8, 9 , the accuracy of all actuators has been improved

xcept for that of CV2. Additionally, the accuracy of the process

ariables h1, h2, P3, Q1, Q2, Q4, Q5, Q6, Q10 and Q11 have been

ignificantly improved. The accuracy of the entire model has im-

roved by 76% from an accuracy of 0.46 to 0.81. However, this is

ealised by relaxing the proposed condition, that no incorrect re-

ults for high or low states are produced for propagation paths. The

ctuator V2 produces an incorrect propagation path for Q3 and Q6,

ust as the PSV actuator does for Q3. 

Any further changes would require, compromising between dif-

erent actuators. Numerous different approaches to this could be

pplied. Optimising the mean accuracy of the model or those ac-

uators or process variables related to the greatest risk, or produc-

ng multiple models for specific purposes. The aim of this work is

o introduce a metric for aiding modellers in revising the model

ausality, rather than proposing how to compromise between revi-

ions or models. 

As a very naive and exhaustive approach, all relations of the

odel can be changed iteratively to optimise the accuracy met-

ic. However, this would be time-consuming. As previously de-

cribed, each action can be applied to change the output of the

FM model in a given way. Any relevant actions to achieve a given

urpose can thus be applied iteratively to relations on the prop-

gation paths between the actuator and the sensor. In this way,

he accuracy metric can be automatically optimised. However, cur-

ently, no modelling software for MFM is capable of automating

odel changes. 

. Conclusion 

A probabilistic method for simulating controlled tests of a pro-

ess system under varying process conditions has been proposed

or analysing causal relations. The method was applied to a system

or high pressure separation of oil, gas and water to analyse the

ystem causality. By sampling a set of process conditions a high

umber of tests were simulated in the dynamic process simulator,

-Spice. All process signals were then classified as qualitative and

iscrete states. The states describe the causal relations of the sys-

em between actuators and process variables (sensors). 

An MFM model of the system was tested based on a proposed

ethod to produce descriptions from the MFM model similar to

hose from the simulations. The states from all sampled simula-

ions were converted into the single most probable state and the

orresponding probability. A proposed set of rules were used to in-

erpret the MFM propagation paths. The causality derived from the

imulations was compared to that of the MFM model. Based on
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Table 9 

Accuracy of the revised MFM model. 

h1 h2 P1 P2 P3 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11 Ā q 

HV 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

CV1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0.69 

CV2 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0.44 

V1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.94 

V2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0.88 

PSV 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.94 

Ā j 0.83 1 0.67 0.67 1 0.83 0.83 0.33 1 1 0.83 0.67 0.67 0.67 1 1 0.81 
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A

 set of proposed guidelines for revising MFM models, the model

ccuracy was improved by 76%. 

Despite improving the model accuracy, improvements to the

ethod would include a structured approach for revising MFM

odels. This could involve automating the procedure of applying

he proposed revision actions to improve model accuracy. Perform-

ng high numbers of simulations is time-consuming and compu-

ationally expensive. The subsequent causal analysis is however

omputationally cheap compared to Transfer Entropy; the most

idely applied method for process systems. With efficient test de-

igns, the proposed method will require much less computational

ime compared to Transfer Entropy when the system size scales.

he process conditions are crucial to the validation and applica-

ion of the MFM model. Therefore, further effort should focus on

efining the process condition range of MFM models. The con-

ept of producing multiple models to represent operational modes

 Kirchhübel et al., 2017 ) could be extended to validate MFM mod-

ls on subsets of process conditions. The method presented here

an thus be validated on a subset of the sampled process condi-

ions. 

Both the simple and complex example showed that this method

an be applied to successfully validate and improve the causality

f MFM models based on a stochastic approach to carry out con-

rolled experiments in simulations. 
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ppendix A. Flow function to component associations 

Table A1 

Flow function to component associations. 

Flow function Name Component 

mfs:h1:sto h1 Water level sensor 

mfs:h2:sto h2 Oil level sensor 

mfs:Q1HV:tra Q1 Flow rate sensor 

mfs:Q2:tra Q2 Flow rate sensor 

mfs:Q3CV1:tra Q3 Flow rate sensor 

mfs:Q4:tra Q4 Flow rate sensor 

mfs:Q5CV2:tra Q5 Flow rate sensor 

mfs:Q6:tra Q6 Flow rate sensor 

mfs:Q7:tra Q7 Flow rate sensor 

mfs:Q8V1:tra Q8 Flow rate sensor 

mfs:Q9:tra Q9 Flow rate sensor 

mfs:Q10:tra Q10 Flow rate sensor 

mfs:Q11PSV:tra Q11 Flow rate sensor 

Pressure:P1:sto P1 Pressure sensor 

Pressure:P2:sto P2 Pressure sensor 

Pressure:P3:sto P3 Pressure sensor 

mfs:Q1HV:sto HV Startup hand valve 

mfs:Q3CV1:tra CV1 Water level control valve 

mfs:Q5CV2:tra CV2 Oil level control valve 

mfs:Q8V1:tra V1 Startup pressure control valve 

mfs:V2:bar V2 Flare pressure safety control valve 

mfs:Q11PSV:bar PSV Flare pressure safety valve 
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f case study system. 
Appendix B. P&ID of case study system 

Fig. B1. P&ID o

Appendix C. Revised MFM model 
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Fig. C1. Revised MFM model. 
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